I can make this really, truly simple.

Just study the title of this article until you fully grasp what it says and why it is true.

Living people create and define the State.

The "State" may be "China" or "West Virginia". The State is defined geographically as the area within which the laws established by a group of people apply.

The State then creates Territorial and Municipal franchises: the Province of Szechwan, the City of Shanghai, the County of Blaine, the City of Clintwood.

Notice that little word "of" ----these are not actual physical provinces or cities.

These are corporations created to care-take physical assets actually owned by the people living in the State.

Forming a corporation of any kind is privilege granted by the State that belongs to the people living in that State.

Thus, New York grants the privilege to form The [Federal] State of New York and grants the privilege to form the [Territorial] State of New York and grants the privilege to form the [Municipal] STATE OF NEW YORK.

The Municipal STATE OF NEW YORK then grants the privilege to form the franchise known as the CITY OF NEW YORK.....

All these privileges can be revoked and should be revoked the instant a corporation is caught doing anything improper, much less criminal.

At the end of the day, all these corporations belong to New York, the State belonging to the people living inside the physical borders that define "New York".

The people who live in New York are thus the Creditors of all these corporations that owe their existence to them. Not the other way around.

If you are being addressed as a debtor, you are being improperly addressed as a corporation and it is up to you to know this and to "take exception" to it.

The Great Fraud has been worked upon you because your Trade Name was deliberately misrepresented as a franchise of a bankrupt foreign corporation doing business as the United States of America [Incorporated].
This is a crime of personage and identity theft and unlawful conversion that resulted in credit fraud
against you and your family and was then assessed against your physical assets and labor, your
Good Name and your Estate.

Neither the British Monarch nor the Pope who are the Trustees responsible for protecting you from
this sort of thing moved to protect you, so the fault and the Breach of Trust and the resulting debt is
theirs, not yours.

The lawful Head of State of The United States of America [Unincorporated] has Notified the Trustees
of these conditions and objected to them.

Now it is up to you to enforce correction.

You do this by taking exception to their claims and "presumptions" and by actively posting Notice to
their officers and in their public records of your action reclaiming your Good Name and returning it to
the land and soil jurisdiction of your actual birth --- that is, in the example, to New York, as opposed
operating as a franchise of the State of New York, Inc.

If they attempt to continue their false claims, you cite their fraud and non-disclosure and continue to
bring your claim.

Next, you form your State Jural Assembly --- the "New York Jural Assembly" in the example cited----
not the "New York State", not "The State of New York", not the "State of New York", and certainly not
the "STATE OF NEW YORK" ---- none of this business concerns these foreign incorporated entities that
exist only via privileges granted by New York.

This is your physically defined state known as "New York" we are talking about, and as you are a
living man or woman, this is the state you live in. You do not "inhabit" New York, you are not a
"resident" in New York --- you live there or in whichever other state of the Union you live in.

Now you are back in the Driver's Seat and enabled to elect your actual County Sheriffs and set up
your actual County Courts and elect your actual Justices of the Peace to enforce the actual
Constitution and the actual Public Law.

These criminals have been usurping upon your lawful government and upon your lawful authority for
a very long time, but you have the power to turn this around and bring them to justice and to force
them to pay their debts to you.

Do so. Reclaim your lawful identity. Reclaim control of your State. Reclaim your country. Kick these
criminals and trust-breakers in the teeth. Do so lawfully, peacefully, and with great prejudice.
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